In order to simplify the customs procedure for express consignments, the customs authority may authorize that goods send by express couriers be declared to the customs authority, by a consolidated (collective) manifest of received consignments representing a summary declaration and which can be submitted to the customs authority by electronic exchange of information.

The mentioned procedure shall be carried out as a simplified procedure, therefore only the legal entities that fulfill specific prescribed requests could use the mentioned procedure, and for other legal entities a regular customs procedure shall be carried on.

Information on the consignments shall be inserted into a manifest according the following order:

**Group I** consignments containing: small value consignments of a non-commercial nature, such as: letters, postcards, braille’s letters (secogram), other private correspondence, public documents, trade correspondence, business books, merchandise, legal and financial documentation and other printed materials, which are not liable to import duties; goods contained in a personal luggage of traveler, which are of occasional nature, and are solely products for the personal use of a traveler or his/her family, or goods intended as presents, however, the nature and quantity of the products cannot be such that could indicate an import or export for commercial purposes, that have arrived separately from the owner and that are exempted from import duties in compliance with the regulations; goods of a non-commercial nature contained in consignments sent from private person to private person, provided that such consignments: are of occasional nature, contain goods that are solely for the personal use of a recipient or his/her family, that the nature and quantity of the products do not indicate commercial purpose in view, a consignor sends the goods to the recipient with no payment, and that are exempted from import duties in compliance with the regulations;

**Group II** consignments containing advertising material and samples that are received from abroad free of charge, which are not liable to import duties; small value consignments of a non-commercial nature, with a value not exceeding 50 euros, equivalent in dinars, except for consignments consisting of alcohol and alcoholic beverages, perfumes and toilet water, tobacco and tobacco products, which are not liable to import duties;

**Group III** consignments where a customs debt is likely to be incurred and which are not subject to trade policy measures;

**Group IV** consignments containing goods subject to trade policy measures or goods temporarily imported.

The operator of the express consignments shall, before the delivery of the goods, take over the data from the manifest for the goods declared there for delivery, classify consignments by groups and propose consignments for control based on the indicators of its own risk analysis system.

The operator shall send the data from the manifest to the customs information system.

Upon delivery of goods, the operator shall send the cargo manifest to the customs authority. The consignments designated for control and inspection are physically separated by the operator according to information received in the reviewed manifest by the Customs Administration, the other consignments referred to in group 1, 2 and 3 which were not marked for control and inspection, are to be released immediately upon the delivery.
For consignments from the IV group, a regular customs procedure shall be carried out by submitting a declaration with all prescribed documents.